DEVELOPING THE DATA

SPATIAL SOLUTIONS FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Location information is never more critical than in an emergency situation. Challenged to mobilize quickly to the site, E911 first responders require rapid access to:

- Caller location
- Road data
- Route directions
- Site information

The effectiveness of their response depends not only on experience, training, and teamwork, but also on the accuracy, completeness, and integrity of their data. Precise location information reduces response time and saves lives.

Sewall assists first responder organizations with a range of spatial data solutions, including the development, use, and maintenance of digital orthophotography, mapping, and address data.

- **Digital orthophotography.** Highly visible ground features and access to roadless areas
- **Mapping.** Fastest route to the site, hospital, fire station, and police
- **Address data.** Precise location of caller for rapid dispatch and response

For more information on Sewall's services, contact:

Clarence Young
Sr. Project Manager
800 648 4202
cyoung@sewall.com